
Curriculum Overview: Dragon Class Spring 2022 

Welcome back! We hope you have had a restful break and made lovely 

family memories.  

 

English: The first book this term is “Street Child” which is set during 

Victorian times. This links to our new History topic and will help the children 

to understand the Victorian era from a child’s perspective. After the half term 

break, our new book will be Krindlekrax in which strange events happen on a 

normal street. Both books will allow us to develop our use of powerful 

sentence openers, use drop in clauses and develop our use of a range of 

punctuation.  

 

In Maths, we will continue to find area and perimeters of shapes before 

moving onto the written method for multiplication and move towards 

multiplying 4 digit numbers by 2 digit numbers for example 2345 x 32. We 

then move on to division. The next unit will be on fractions, building on what 

the children previously learnt in Years 3 and 4. For all of these areas, times 

tables knowledge will be essential so we will keep practising. On Purple 

Mash, there is a multiplication check where children answer tables questions. 

Regular practise will help increase the speed and accuracy of the children’s 

recall, making it easier for them in maths lessons.  

 

History/Science/ICT: For this term, our Victorian topic will help us learn 

what Victorian schools were like, how industry advanced during this era, why 

many people moved from the countryside to the cities 

In Science, we will be investigating reversible and irreversible changes, 

thinking about what happens when we mix two or more substances together, 

whether or not those original substances can be recovered, evaporation and 

dissolving. After the half term break, we will be finding out about the Earth, 

the moon and space. In our ICT lessons, we will use then create and use 

databases to search for information before we move onto creating our own 

computer games.  

 

PE: We will be swimming this half term. More information will be sent in a 

separate letter.  

  
Homework: We will continue to alternate between English and Maths 

homework, linking it to our class work to reinforce our learning.  On Purple 

Mash and Spelling Frame, there are also spelling activities to practise and 

reinforce what we learn at school. We are impressed by how often the 



children are reading at home so a big thank you for supporting them with this 

vital skill. To ensure they understand what they are reading, it is important to 

ask your child what has happened, how the characters are feeling and to 

discuss or explain any new or challenging vocabulary.  

 

 

 

Miss Bland and Mrs Russell. 


